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Let’s cut to the chase:

If you want to nurture leads and turn them into raving fans who will shout your
virtues from rooftops (as well as buy whatever you’re selling), you need to learn
the ins and outs of email marketing.

In this simple, easy-to-digest guide, you’ll learn:

The two things you need to get started with email marketing;
How to choose the best email marketing service for your needs;
How to grow your email list;
What kind of emails you should send to your subscribers;
Why (and how) you need to segment your email list;
How to improve your email open rates;
How to automate your emails (with examples);
And more…

When we’re done, you’ll have all the info you need become an email marketing
kung-fu master.

Let’s dive in.
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A guide this detailed needs easy-to-follow navigation, so we’ve broken everything
down into different sections.

Click a link to jump to that section:

What is Email Marketing?
The Benefits of Email Marketing
How to Get Started with Email Marketing

Capture Email Addresses Using Optin Forms
Choose an Email Marketing Service

How to Grow Your Email List
The 4 Types of Emails to Send to Your Email List
Segmenting Your Email List
How to Improve Your Email Open Rates
Automating Your Emails

Back to Top

Up first, a quick definition:

Email marketing is a type of digital marketing strategy where emails are sent
to nurture leads and convert them into customers. Email marketing forms a
level of familiarity and trust with your subscribers through a series of
automated emails, segmenting, tagging, and funnels.

You begin by creating a system that converts readers of your website into email
subscribers. Typically, this system involves an incentive of some kind.

These incentives are known by many names…

lead magnet
optin bribe
free offer
free gift
content upgrade

Email Marketing 101: Table of Contents

What is Email Marketing?
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…but whatever you call it, its mission is simple:

Convince readers to provide their email in exchange for the incentive.

The reader gives you his or her email, you give them your free bonus. Wash, rinse,
and repeat.

With your email service provider and lead magnet, you can create a series of
automated emails like a welcome series, newsletter, or a promotional campaign.
These emails act as a brand builder to nurture subscribers and help them get to
know your brand, message, and products.

Back to Top

The Benefits of Email Marketing

When you compare email marketing campaigns to social media, there’s really no
contest:

59% of people spend most of their time checking their emails on mobile
devices;
Up to 77% of us prefer marketing emails over social media scrolling;
A strong email marketing strategy is up to 40 times more effective in
customer acquisition.

Plus, you own your list — you don’t own your social media followers. If Pinterest or
Facebook decided to close their doors forever, your social media followers would
go too.

Lastly, email marketing is an effective strategy for converting people into
customers. It converts 208% higher than sending generic email newsletters to your
list.

It’s having this marketing automation strategy with segmenting, funnels, or
onboarding series that helps nurture subscribers and ultimately converts them to
your offerings.

No other marketing channel lets you do this.

Back to Top

How to Get Started with Email Marketing

To begin, you will need two things:

1. A way to capture email addresses;
2. An email marketing service (so you can send emails to your leads).

There are both free and paid options but, to make your choices easier, I’ll go over

https://www.emailmonday.com/mobile-email-usage-statistics/
https://marketingland.com/77-percent-of-us-want-to-get-marketing-messages-via-email-theres-no-close-second-place-study-says-9420
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/why-marketers-should-keep-sending-you-emails
https://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/case-study/208-higher-conversion-rate-targeted
melissah
Sticky Note
Segmenting means dividing your list into "buckets".  This will help you to send more applicable content to your subscribers.  So, for example, say you have identified your customers as either english or western.  If you have an e-mail about all of the new western tack you have available then you could send that only to your western customers.  Sending relevant content will increase open and click through rates.

melissah
Sticky Note
Onboarding series would be things like a welcome e-mail with an offer (like free ship  or gift with purchase) that you send after someone signs up to your e-mail list.  

melissah
Sticky Note
Email marketing funnel:An email funnel refers to how your customer moves through a sales pitch. This is often crafted by business owners to sell a product or service through educational content and persuasive selling.

melissah
Sticky Note
Depending on what platform you're using to host your website, there might be some easy to use options that integrate easily.  
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the most recommended tools so you can pick from the one that better suits your
needs.

Capture Email Addresses Using Optin Forms

An optin form is a place on your website that allows you to capture emails.

Embedded optin forms offer the least amount of barriers and are usually the most
converting.

Using a tool like Thrive Leads has customizable forms — 2-step, slide in, ribbon,
etc. — making it easy to find what your audience likes.

Sumo and OptinMonster are two other lead capture tools that also offer many
email signup forms to choose from.

Once you’ve chosen your preferred tool to capture leads, you need to qualify your
leads. You can do this by placing your optin forms in several optimized places.

Here are a few of our favorites:

1. Header

Having a call to action above the fold is an easy way to present an attention-
grabbing signup form and alert new readers to what you’re offering.

Ramit Sethi’s header is simple enough — a welcoming headshot of Ramit in front
of a white background.

It’s attention-grabbing because there are no other distractions.

https://www.getresponse.com/blog/get-conversions-opt-forms
https://www.getresponse.com/blog/get-conversions-opt-forms
https://thrivethemes.com/leads/
https://smartblogger.com/opt-in/
https://www.iwillteachyoutoberich.com/
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2. Within the Post

An excellent way to list build is by providing a free offer that is relatable to the blog
post someone is reading. This is called a content upgrade and it can convert up to
28% more effectively than other places on your website.

Content upgrades can be additions to a certain blog post, a summarized version
like a checklist or a more comprehensive walkthrough of the blog post topic.

Smart Blogger uses a content upgrade in their popular post about how to make
money blogging. It’s a free workshop that gives more actionable advice to help
new bloggers be successful.

https://sleeknote.com/blog/content-upgrades
https://smartblogger.com/make-money-blogging/
https://smartblogger.com/make-money-blogging/
melissah
Sticky Note
For a retailer, this might be something like: Click Here to be the first to find out about new Spring Schooling products.

melissah
Sticky Note
Ok, so this is about a blog type website but is very applicable to retail as well.   So, imagine a customer is on your website looking at helmets.  You could give them an offer to get a free pair of gloves if they sign up for your e-mail list.  Not a content upgrade as described here, but an example of a retail upgrade that you could offer.  
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Smart Blogger offers similar in-content upgrades for their posts on freelance
writing jobs, starting a blog, and affiliate marketing.

3. Dedicated Landing Page

Creating a landing page for your offers can help your conversion rates by as much
as 43%.

This is a must for list building. By having a dedicated landing page for your optins,
you can promote that page all over social media and even to your list.

Sarah Titus uses landing pages for many of her incentives. One of her most
converting offers is a household binder.

4. Pop-ups

Pop-ups are signup forms that unexpectedly appear, or “pop up,” while a user is
on your website. You may think pop-ups are annoying but they do a darn good job
at converting more so than traditional forms.

https://smartblogger.com/freelance-writing-jobs/
https://smartblogger.com/freelance-writing-jobs/
https://smartblogger.com/how-to-start-a-blog/
https://smartblogger.com/affiliate-marketing/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/15051/how-effective-are-dedicated-landing-pages-new-data.aspx
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/15051/how-effective-are-dedicated-landing-pages-new-data.aspx
https://www.sarahtitus.com/
melissah
Sticky Note
For retailers, this might be something as simple as "Get free shipping on your order!"  
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The trick to making them work is to have tasteful popups rather than pushy ones.
You can do that by using the best pop-up placement practices.

5. Sidebar

Bloggers would think placing an optin form on a blog’s sidebar would scream
amateur, but here’s the thing…

Your readers are expecting to see a signup form on your sidebar.

And if your readers aren’t bloggers and just regular people — like your aunt
searching on Google for a chicken vegetable ramen noodle recipe — most likely
they will see your blog with a sidebar optin form and sign up to your offer.

https://blog.wishpond.com/post/92835193812/5-ways-to-use-popups-on-your-website
https://www.recipetineats.com/chicken-vegetable-ramen-noodles/
melissah
Sticky Note
This would be a good place for a free shipping offer as well.

melissah
Sticky Note
Probably not so applicable in retail, but depending on what platform you're using, it might be easy for you to test this vs. other placements.
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Free recipes — Not one, but THREE eBooks?! Yep!! Signed up, got them and will
be using them!

6. About Page

With your About page being one of the most read pages on your site, it’s no
wonder that having an optin form is a given.

Jenn and Sam of This Tiny Blue House use a general optin incentive but make the
signup form pop by using their brand colors.

Choose an Email Marketing Service

melissah
Sticky Note
This one could be something like "Subscribe Today!  Be the first to know about new products, sales and in store events!"
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To take advantage of email marketing strategies like segmentation, automated
emails, tracking click-through rates, and open rates; you need a comprehensive
email service provider.

There are lots of well-known email marketing services (Mailchimp, Constant
Contact, GetResponse, Sendinblue, HubSpot, ActiveCampaign, Infusionsoft by
Keap), but we’re going to focus on only a few.

Here are four excellent email marketing services you can get started using today.

1. MailerLite

MailerLite has always been an affordable email service provider and they are one
of the few quality providers with a free tier.

And “free” gets you a lot with MailerLite, which features a wide variety of graphical
templates and a drag-and-drop email designer. They feature automations, tags,
segmentation, landing pages, beautiful popups, and more.

2. ConvertKit

ConvertKit is one of the newest email service providers on this list, but they have a
large following among bloggers and creators — and they’re growing their market
share rapidly.

Bloggers and creators enjoy using Convertkit because it makes email marketing
automation easy to use without over-complicating things.

You’ll find all the usual features like tagging, segmentation, a visual automation
builder, impressive deliverability, and strong integration with most of the popular
internet marketing tools.

3. AWeber

AWeber has been around for over two decades, making them one of the first easy-
to-use email marketing services out there (along with Constant Contact and
GetResponse) for small businesses and entrepreneurs.

Their original, simple autoresponder functionality has given way to automations,
powerful analytics, drag-and-drop email creation and more features that make it
easy for beginners to set up campaigns.

4. Drip

Drip’s original target market was SaaS product owners, but they began to build a
following with bloggers, creators, and e-commerce store owners.

They have the most complete feature sets including tags, segments, and a visual

https://www.mailerlite.com/
https://convertkit.com/
https://www.aweber.com/
https://www.drip.com/
melissah
Sticky Note
Again, depending on which platform you're using to host your website, there might be better options for you.  I'd recommend doing some research with your website platform to determine what is best.  
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builder.

Drip also has unique offerings like Facebook Custom Audience Integration and
extensive Liquid templating integration for creating advanced automations and
emails unique to each subscriber.

Tip: Check Email Deliverability

One factor to consider when choosing the best email marketing service for
you is email deliverability.

Not all email providers are created equal.

To ensure your subscribers are receiving your wonderful, effective emails,
they need to hit the inbox — not the spam folder or Gmail’s dreaded
Promotions tab.

EmailToolTester tested the inbox placement rates of several newsletter
services and found that 80% of providers have their emails land in the inbox.

Check to see if you pass the spam test and land in inboxes with Mail Tester.

Editor’s Note: If you’d like to see a few more options, check out Adam
Connell’s roundup of the best email marketing services over at Blogging
Wizard.

Back to Top

How to Grow Your Email List

https://www.drip.com/integrations/facebook-custom-audiences
https://www.emailtooltester.com/en/email-deliverability-test/
http://www.mail-tester.com/
https://bloggingwizard.com/email-marketing-services/
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You’ve found your email service provider and lead capture tools.

Now, it’s time to focus on your audience and deliver a top-notch lead magnet to
grow your list.

A lead magnet is a free offer — an optin bribe — and it’s usually:

A quick win — you can achieve success in a short amount of time.
Solves one problem — a pressing problem or challenge your audience
struggles with the most.
Offers immense value — the information must be actionable, easy to do and
provide sooo much value that your audience can’t believe it’s free.

Your free offer should help your reader save time, money, and/or energy.

Just look at how Brennan Dunn of Double Your Freelancing’s lead magnet hits
each point.

Here are six popular email incentive ideas you can whip up easily using various
free tools:

1. A Cheat Sheet (or Checklist)

While a cheat sheet or checklist seems too simple for people to get excited over,
the fact that it IS easy is what makes it one of the best types of optin offers.

And successful bloggers know this.

Pat Flynn of Smart Passive Income has a Podcast Cheat Sheet lead magnet that

https://doubleyourfreelancing.com/
https://smartblogger.com/email-list-incentives/
https://www.smartpassiveincome.com/
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he’s been using for years.

To get the most out of your cheat sheet, you can monetize it by placing links to
your affiliate products or your products inside the cheat sheet.

2. Templates

Templates are a step up from cheat sheets and checklists.

They are more applicable because they can pinpoint a problem and solve it
quickly.

Kristin of Applecart Lane has got design-challenged bloggers covered with her free
Pinterest templates.

melissah
Sticky Note
How about providing educational content like "how to clip your horse's ears" with links to all of the products you talk about in your quick article.  

melissah
Sticky Note
So many options for checklists:  One Day Show Packing ListMultiple Day Show Packing ListSummer Camp Packing ListETC
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3. Worksheet

If a checklist and template had a baby, they would make a worksheet.

Worksheets allow you to mark off progress from a framework. It’s also highly
visual.

The best use of a worksheet is when you can help your audience go from point A
to point B.

Mariah Coz created the Course Criteria Worksheet to help her audience figure out
the right course idea for them.

https://mariahcoz.com/
melissah
Sticky Note
Maybe not quite so applicable for retailers, but I bet there are some super creative types out there who could come up with something brilliant.  
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4. A Sneak Peak

An easy way to create a little buzz around your products is to offer a sneak peek.
From a free lesson to a free course, using a sneak peek as your lead magnet can
boost conversions and sales.

James Clear knows this. His lead magnet is a free chapter of his bestselling
book, Atomic Habits.

5. Challenge

Empower your audience by challenging them.

https://jamesclear.com/
melissah
Sticky Note
"Be the first to get updates on NEW sales.  Sign up and get sale announcements at least a day earlier than anyone else"The people who sign up with this "offer" get segmented into a list called "first sale" or whatever you want to call it.  When you e-mail out sale info to your list, this segment gets that e-mail a day ahead of when everyone else does.  That gives them first 

melissah
Sticky Note
So this might be harder too unless you are creating a ton of educational content.  My guess is that isn't the reality for most of us so don't get hung up on this.
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Lauren and Alex of Avocadu are killing it with their free motivational 21-day fat loss
challenge. It ties in beautifully with their fat loss products.

Creating a challenge can take different forms — from video to email to even using
a Facebook group.

But the easiest way to deliver a challenge is via a drip campaign. You can set
trigger links to help segment your email list and nurture those into email funnels for
your products.

6. Webinar

Webinars provide crazy results. BuzzSumo reported a 20% conversion rate and
tax expert Karla Dennis generated $72k profit from using webinars.

Webinars are perceived as more valuable than other forms of freebies because
they feel exclusive.

Allison from Wonderlass uses an optimized landing page to promote her free
webinar.

https://buzzsumo.com/blog/15-lessons-on-creating-compelling-webinars-that-convert/
https://www.leadpages.net/blog/case-study-webinar-five-figures/
melissah
Sticky Note
Webinars and Facebook live events work!  Get your vendors involved to help you do virtual trunk shows or explain the technical features of their products and why your customers can't live without them.  These types of events take time to organize and execute.  You probably won't have the bandwidth to do them too terribly often, but they can be very impactful when you do.  Become the trusted resource for your customers.  
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Think you can’t possibly host a webinar? Mary Jaksch says otherwise.

Back to Top

The 4 Types of Emails to Send to Your Email List

What types of emails do you send now that you have a list of subscribers?

The email campaigns you set up will form an email nurture sequence that will help
develop a relationship with your subscribers, forming a bond of trust and
engagement with you.

Let’s look at four types of emails to send to your email list that builds trust and
boosts conversions.

1. Welcome Email

One of the best onboarding email campaigns you can have is a welcome email.

Welcome emails usually have the highest open rates — up to 84% — and are the
first conversation your subscribers will have with you.

So, you better make it count!

A welcome email is simple enough — you welcome your subscribers to your
business, why you’re the best person in your industry, and how you can help them.

Think of your welcome email as getting to know someone for the first time. What
do you want them to know about you and what you do?

https://smartblogger.com/your-first-webinar/
https://smartblogger.com/welcome-email/
https://www.getresponse.com/resources/reports/email-marketing-benchmarks
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Your welcome email should also have links to any products you have, social media
links you want to promote and, above all, a curiosity loop to nudge your new
subscribers to open up your next email.

Something like, “Tomorrow I’ll be sending an email on how I got my strong-willed
toddler to listen the very first time. You won’t believe this ridiculously simple
parenting hack!”

2. Giveaways

Giveaways or contests can elevate your brand and gain a whole new audience in
a short amount of time.

Expert bloggers have seen huge list gains from using giveaways — Sam of Money
Nest tripled his email list in 7 days — but you can also let your subscribers know
about your giveaway.

This is what Elephant Journal did when they collaborated with Aspiration.

3. Newsletters

Newsletters work great if you let your subscribers in on exclusive content you don’t
publish anywhere else.

You can make each newsletter optimized for your products by using a call to
action (CTA). Paul Jarvis lets his subscribers know about his new podcast season
at the beginning of his email.

https://smartblogger.com/subscriber-contest/
https://okdork.com/kingsumo-grow-my-email-list/
melissah
Sticky Note
For retailers,  you probably aren't e-mailing every day (at least I wouldn't recommend that) so your "curosity loop" might be simple like "Keep checking your inbox for goodies from us including new product alerts and sales alerts"

melissah
Sticky Note
There are a whole host of legalities around contests and giveways so make sure you look into that so you know what is ok and what isn't.  

melissah
Sticky Note
Newsletters are great! Not only does this give you an opportunity to let people know about in store events you have going on, horse shows you're attending if you have a mobile unit or web events if you only sell online.In addition to that,  horse people love to learn more about riding and about their horses.  I'd recommend using your vendors, local trainers and even customers to help you create content.  Maybe a local trainer would be willing to write an article about how to prep for the upcoming show season in exchange for getting a little bit of "free" advertising in that newsletter.  Think outside the box on how to get this done without your doing all of the heavy lifting.  Many of your vendors have lots of content about their products.  See if they have something they'd like to include in your newsletter.  Maybe you have a customer who is also an accountant and would be interested in providing info about accounting rules for horse owners.  You never know until you ask!
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4. Curated Emails

Isn’t it nice when someone hand selects a book or movie for you? This is what
curated content can do for your email list subscribers.

You can create a playlist of sorts and share interesting stories and resources
you’ve found.

Take a page from Tailwind’s newsletter and share with your subscribers what
you’re reading by curating content from around the web.

Back to Top

https://smartblogger.com/content-curation/
melissah
Sticky Note
For you, curated might mean showing applicable products in addition to providing applicable content.  
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Segmenting Your Email List

What Is Email List Segmentation?

Email list segmentation occurs when you split your email list into sub-lists based
on criteria you set.

For example, you can create a condition that whenever a subscriber clicks on a
certain link in one of your emails, they are segmented into a new list for those
interested in your eBook.

Why Would You Segment Your Email List?

When you segment your email list, it allows you to provide relevant information to
groups of subscribers rather than sending the same emails to an untargeted email
list.

According to the Lyris Annual Email Optimizer Report, segmenting results in
increased email open rates and lower unsubscribe rates.

Melyssa Griffin cuts to the point and asks her soon-to-be subscribers to segment
themselves based on interests.

Now Melyssa can provide her new subscribers with the information they want.

Easy Ways to Segment Your Email List

There are several smart ways to segment your list. For example, a popular
segment is by location.

https://www.fulcrumtech.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Lyris-Annual-Email-Optimizer-Report.pdf
https://www.melyssagriffin.com/
melissah
Sticky Note
For you, this would be helping you to determine which customers are interested in which kinds of products.  

melissah
Sticky Note
Love this approach!  When your customers sign up for your e-mail, find out what discipline they ride, if they own a horse, etc.  For example:  "Get a FREE gift with your first order!  Help us personalize your gift by answering the following questions".  Maybe one of those is "I own or lease at least one horse"  "I do not own or lease a horse but take lessons"For customers who say they own a horse, maybe you send them a hoofpick with their first order.  For customers how say they don't own but take lessons, maybe they get a sample size package of horse cookies.  Either way, you've started to create segments of your list for horse owners and non-horse owners.  You probably wouldn't want to send an e-mail about fly sheets to your non-horse owners, but you probably would send them an e-mail about new riding tights.  
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If your business relies on events, you can use your subscriber’s location to send a
targeted email of an upcoming event you are hosting in their city.

You can also segment your email list by interest. Josh and Jill of Screw the 9 to
5 use a quiz as their lead magnet.

A person who takes the quiz will receive targeted emails based on their quiz
results.

If you have multiple optin offers, you can set up segments based on your
subscriber’s actions.

You can set up a trigger link when you scrub your email list to have only engaged
subscribers on your list.

This is what Meera Kothand does by sending a breakup email to her list with one
link in her email.

https://www.screwtheninetofive.com/
https://www.screwtheninetofive.com/
https://www.emailoversight.com/blog/email-list-scrub/
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And one other way you can segment your list is by preference.

You can ask your subscribers if they want more information, less information, or
new information.

Teachable created a new podcast and asked their subscribers if they want weekly
emails about upcoming shows.

Giving your subscribers the option to be notified of new Facebook Lives, YouTube
videos, or podcast episodes is a sure way to lower your unsubscribe rate and
retain engaged subscribers.

melissah
Sticky Note
This is very valid for retailers as well!  
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Back to Top

How to Improve Your Email Open Rates

While segmenting and keeping your list engaged can help improve your email
open rates, there are other effective strategies you can use to see massive results.

1. Test Your Subject Line Copy

When you email your subscribers, your message is competing with every other
email in their inbox. If your subject lines are boring, your emails will get ignored.

So, infuse power words and sensory words to stand out in readers’ inboxes.

Sounds more like an open-and-click email than one with this headline:

To increase your email open rate by as much as 30%, personalize your email
subject line by using your subscriber’s name.

Make sure to also test your subject lines with Coschedule’s subject line tester to
ensure your emails avoids spam.

2. Use Emojis in Your Subject Lines

Sometimes all you need is a little flamingo and thumbs up emoji to brighten up
your day.

You can give that feeling to your subscribers by using emojis in your subject lines.

Emojis add color and visuals to a subscriber’s inbox, which makes those emails

The teeny-tiny thing I did to explode my Instagram followers!

How I grew my Instagram followers

https://smartblogger.com/power-words/
https://smartblogger.com/sensory-words/
https://www.marketingsherpa.com/1news/chartofweek-06-15-15-lp.htm
https://coschedule.com/email-subject-line-tester
https://zapier.com/blog/how-to-stop-spam-emails/
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stand out. And research proves that using emojis is about 60% effective.

However, use them sparingly, and only if they fit your brand and audience.

3. Create a Resend Email

If you have a new product or offer, you probably want your subscribers to know
about it, right?

But not every subscriber will open your email. The average open rates for emails
across different industries is 21%.

To boost your overall open rates, resend your email to those who didn’t open it the
first time.

4. Send Your Emails at the Right Times

Unfortunately, there isn’t a magical day or time to send your emails to get the best
open rates.

But, according to CoSchedule, there are clusters of days and times that are
optimal for an increase in email open rates and click-through rates:

Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday (with Tuesday being the best day)
6 am, 10 am, 2 pm, and 8-10 pm

You have some leeway on when you want to send your emails. I suggest you find
your best time and your best day.

Personally, when I send emails on Thursdays at 2 pm, I get my highest open rates
(and a boost in traffic).

Back to Top

Automating Your Emails

Don’t leave email automation to large companies and businesses. Bloggers and
solopreneurs can also take advantage of this powerful email marketing feature.

Automation allows for specific targeted emails that are sent automatically once a
condition is met.

For example, once someone signs up to someone’s lead magnet on organizing
secrets, they are sent a series of automated emails about organization and time-
saving hacks.

Using automation provides a better experience for your subscribers, which
translates into a lower unsubscribe rate. Plus, automation frees up time — instead
of sending real-time emails over and over, you set up an automated sequence

https://automizy.com/blog/emojis-in-email-marketing/
https://mailchimp.com/resources/email-marketing-benchmarks/
https://coschedule.com/blog/best-time-to-send-email/
melissah
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I highly recommend testing send times with your e-mail list.  Your optimal times could be very different than what is suggested here.  
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once and let it do the rest.

Automating your emails is an excellent way to nurture your list.

You can help your subscribers move to the next course of action — grab your
eBook offer, “like” your Facebook page, or listen to your podcast — through a
series of email messages.

Each email has a purpose with the intent of educating your subscribers:

The problem email
The case study email
The tools email
The benefit email
The transition email
The resource email
The offer email

These targeted emails build the awareness ladder with your audience. They help
your audience go from “unaware to who you are” to “very aware” — each email
must speak to readers at every point the buyer’s journey.

To give you an automated email sequence example, let’s look at a “welcome”
series.

Each welcome series is different, but this will give you a blueprint to follow and
tweak:

1. The Lead Magnet Boost

A common welcome email series starts with giving the free download to your new
subscribers.

https://searchengineland.com/five-ways-to-flip-your-copywriting-for-higher-conversion-rates-157078
melissah
Sticky Note
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Since welcome emails have the highest open rates, you need to make the most of
this email.

Michael Hyatt sends the free download, but also let’s new subscribers know about
his podcast and gives them a sweet 20% discount off his planner as a thank you
gift.

If you don’t have any products to sell, that’s okay. Use this email to mention where
your subscribers can find you on social media. Or, give them a second freebie as a
token of appreciation.

2. The Case Study

The next email in your welcome series can be educational — help unaware
subscribers learn what they’re struggling with and how you can help them.

While you can offer a jam-packed, effective email filled with proven strategies,
using a case study can help boost the relevancy and make it clear to your
subscribers what they need to focus on to change their situation.

In the second email in her welcome series, Amy Porterfield offers a free
masterclass on how to grow your email list as a beginner.

Her masterclass is filled with actionable advice as well as case studies — like the
one below from Julie Naismith — for email list building:

https://michaelhyatt.com/
https://www.amyporterfield.com/
melissah
Sticky Note
Don't we all struggle with horse health care or knowing what the latest trends are in riding apparel.  I bet you can help your customers with that!
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If you don’t have an evergreen webinar to offer, you can repurpose a popular blog
post of yours where you share a case study as your second email.

3. Provide Helpful Information

Your third email in your welcome series can be nurturing — help new subscribers
get to know who you are and how your content can help them.

Focus on one tactic that is a huge pain point for your subscribers.

This is what I do for my third email in my welcome series. I share one easy way to
get more people to your blog:

It’s up to you how many emails you want to automate for a welcome series.

Patrick McKenzie recommends you set up a series of six automated emails over
30 days as the best way to nurture your list.

Back to Top

https://smartblogger.com/repurposing-content/
https://smartblogger.com/repurposing-content/
https://training.kalzumeus.com/lifecycle-emails
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Email Marketing Made Easy

Simply building a list of email leads isn’t enough…

You need to nurture those leads. You need to convert them into customers. And
you need to turn them into true, dedicated fans.

In short, you need to embrace email marketing.

Thanks to this guide, you have the know-how.

Now it’s time to get to work.

Are you ready?

j s b f

Elna Cain
Elna Cain absolutely loves blogging and freelance writing. With eight
blogs under her belt, it's her passion to help people learn how to turn their
writing into income. If you're interested in doing that yourself, then check
out her free course.

You Might Also Like...

How to Write a Blog Post in 2020: The Ultimate Guide

55 Metaphor Examples That’ll Pack Your Prose With Persuasion

Affiliate Marketing in 2020: FREE Guide for Beginners

Working From Home? 14 Sanity-Saving Tools (+ 35 Pro Tips)

34 thoughts on “Email Marketing 101: The Simple, Definitive Guide for
2020”

CHARLTON MUMO

https://elnacain.com/course/getpaid/
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https://smartblogger.com/working-from-home/
http://charliewriter.com/
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Wow Elna, you finally made it to pro blogger!!!! I have been following you for a year
now and you’ve never let me down. So proud of you. I have been working with a client
and the case study capture magnet has been the best so far. Thanks again.

Reply

Hi Charlton,

Why thank you so much! I am excited to be a writer on Smart Blogger. It was one
of the first blogs I started learning from when I became a freelance writer! Thanks
for the support ��

Reply

A fantastic example of the awesome content being created at Smartblogger

So many great insights to lay a good foundation for the longer term game

@Elna Cain, thank you helping me and I know many others gain clarity on how make
the most of email marketing

Reply

Hi Jacqueline,

Why thank you for your compliment �� Smart Blogger does have amazing
content and I’m honored to share my content regarding email marketing tactics.
Good to hear the break down on sending good emails helped you!

Reply

We really don’t know how to segment our subscribers considering ours is a travel blog.
Maybe the Indians are not interested in articles about Europe or maybe they are. We
have so few subscribers and every time we send out an update or newsletter, one or two
unsubscribe! It’s highly discouraging.

Reply

ELNA CAIN

JACQUELINE MSIMUKO MANKANDA

ELNA CAIN

ANKITA & MOHIT

https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43989#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43995#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43990#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43996#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43991#respond
https://elnacain.com/
https://www.jackiewritesfreelance.com/
https://elnacain.com/
https://trailstainedfingers.com/
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Hi Ankita & Mohit,

First, don’t let those unsubscribes bother you. Instead, you should be happy those
people unsubscribed to your email list. It just means they aren’t your ideal reader or
customer.
As for segmenting your list, can you not segment based on interest on traveling
destinations? I don’t know if you provide traveling content on different countries
but maybe providing lead magnets on specific destination spots might help nurture
your list down the road?
As for your weekly newsletter, ensure it’s filled with actionable and relatable
content and perhaps have some incentives like deals of the week! Good luck!

Reply

This post contains everything that an email marketer (or aspiring email marketer) needs.
Great job! It covers everything – from getting people to sign up all the way to keeping in
touch with them. I even signed up to the email lists of your examples. ��

Reply

Hi Mia,

Thank you so much! Figuring out the whole email marketing strategy might be a
challenge for new bloggers. I hope this break down makes it easy for you! Thanks
for signing up to those emails!

Reply

Good blog post. Make me able to develop my blog through online marketing. thank you

Reply

Hi Ridsal,

Awesome! Email marketing is one of the best marketing tactics you can use so

ELNA CAIN

MIA

ELNA CAIN

RIDSAL

ELNA CAIN

https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43997#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43992#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43994#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43993#respond
https://elnacain.com/
http://miawrites.co/
https://elnacain.com/
https://blogridsal.blogspot.com/
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enjoy growing your list and nurturing your subscribers!

Reply

Hi Elna,

Love your post – so, so well-researched and loaded with tips and tricks! If people don’t
turn into email marketing rockstars after implementing all the nuggets here, then there’s
something seriously wrong with their email marketing campaigns!

Elna, congrats on getting published at SmartBlogger – you totally deserved it!

Have a great one!
Shazi

Reply

Hi Shazi,

Thank you so much for your kind words! I love writing about email marketing and
I’m glad you found it immensely valuable for people’s marketing strategy.

Reply

Elna, you’re a blogging superstar! How you manage 8 blogs and produce killer
content *regularly* is inspiring!

I just read your post – How to Network to Land Online Jobs for Writers – and
it was amazing! Tons of solid advice.

Love your work, girl! I am an ardent fan. ��

Hi Shazi!

Aww, thank you so much! Yes, I have a lot of blogs and it’s a handful but I’m
learning that I LOVE blogging and starting blogs �� Glad you enjoyed my
networking post for freelancers! Networking is one of my best ways to land
gigs for sure! Thanks again for the support!

SHAZI

ELNA CAIN

SHAZI IRSHAD SYED

ELNA CAIN

https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=43998#respond
https://smartblogger.com/email-marketing/?replytocom=44000#respond
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Phenomenal post thank you. For an epic article you keep it moving along like a freight
train. Incredibly valuable stuff.

Reply

Hi Alex,

Thank you! Email marketing tickles me pink and I love writing about it �� Glad
you found it helpful and valuable.

Reply

There is so much value in this article it’s quickly becoming my go-to resource when it
comes to email marketing. Thanks, Elna!

Reply

Hi Bobbi!

Awesome! So glad you’re gonna swipe file my post. Have fun!

Reply

This is awesome post thank for share your post this is great post

Reply

Hi Ayusha!
So glad you found the email marketing tips helpful. Thanks so much for coming
over and commenting!

Reply

ALEX MOSCOW

ELNA CAIN

BOBBI WHARRAN

ELNA CAIN

AYUSHYA

ELNA CAIN
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An extensive guide always is necessary. Thanks for this post Elna.

Reply

Hey Brad,

Gotta love those extensive guides! All-in-one guides are my thing and I love having
the info in one spot. Glad you got your email marketing strategy on!

Reply

Hey… Is there any totally free tool for email marketing. Because some tools are free but
it has limitations on an email list.

And Thanks in advance.

Reply

Hi Louis,

I’m only know of freemium email marketing services like MailerLite where you
can sign up for free for your first 1,000 subscribers or MailChimp for your first
2,000 subscribers.

Reply

This is amazing! Thank you. I have taken email courses, but this made it short and
sweet. I feel like I’m ready to fly!

Reply

Hi Susan!

BRAD

ELNA CAIN

LOUIS T.

ELNA CAIN

SUSAN

ELNA CAIN
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Glad you enjoyed the email marketing guide! Understanding how to market to your
email list is something that takes time so glad you are starting now!

Reply

Great pointers you’re sharing with.

Reply

Great thanks for a useful guide! It inspires me to do something new!

Reply

I am absolutely going to use the email tester to test deliverability! I had no idea this was
even possible. It’s such an important part of the equation for the know, like, trust factor
(not to mention a traffic driver). Thanks so much for the tip!

Reply

Hi Kari,

Yes! It is. I know there are words that trigger spam so it’s good to test your email to
see if your content about making money or jobs is considered spam. Have fun
testing!

Reply

There are so many great tips in here! Thanks, Elna! I have pinned this article so I can
come back again and use this as a checklist. ��

Reply

Hey Jessica!

EKIN

SAM WILSON

KARI

ELNA CAIN

JESSICA YOUNG

ELNA CAIN
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Wow thanks so much for pinning my post �� Glad you enjoyed the email
marketing break down for your your blog strategy!

Reply

Hello Elna,

Marketing your products or services by email can be a fast, flexible and cost-effective
way of reaching new customers and retaining existing customers by encouraging repeat
website visits.

Building an email list and sending compelling broadcasts gives you a way to retain the
traffic you worked so hard to earn by providing subscribers with an incentive to stay in
touch.

Search engines and social media platforms are great for getting discovered by future
customers, but email remains the best way to maintain and strengthen existing
relationships over time.

Thanks for sharing your best ideas pertaining to this with us.

With best wishes,

Amar Kumar

Reply

Hello Elna,

I have no words, I really loved your post. I was well-researched and loaded with tips and
tricks! It will definitely help people to kick start their email marketing campaign.

Have a great one!
Rahul Kumar

Reply

Leave a Comment
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